A three dimensional approach for quantifying resultant loading at the knee.
Clinical effectiveness of lateral wedges for knee osteoarthritis is inconsistent across studies. One explanation is that knee loading is not fully described by the peak frontal-plane knee moment. The purpose of this study was to propose a 3D resultant approach to describing moments at the knee and evaluate how this moment changes in response to lateral wedges. Walking gait analysis was performed on 20 individuals with knee osteoarthritis, in their own shoes, with and without a six millimeter lateral wedge insole. Frontal-plane and 3D resultant moments were calculated for each participant and footwear condition. Paired t-tests identified differences between footwear conditions, correlations identified relationships between frontal-plane and 3D resultant moments, and regressions assessed relationships between moments and pain. Significant reductions to peak frontal-plane moments (p=0.001) and 3D resultant moments at the same time point (p=0.042) were observed with lateral wedges. While an overall significant correlation was observed between change in frontal-plane moments and change in 3D resultant moments with a lateral wedge (r=0.68, p=0.001), 5/20 participants experienced disparate results where the frontal-plane moment was reduced yet the 3D moment increased. While lateral wedges alter frontal-plane moment magnitude, the direction of change does not always correspond to the direction of change observed in the 3D resultant moment. Thus resultant knee load may sometimes increase with lateral wedges. Future prospective studies should evaluate if changes in 3D resultant moments, and thus total knee load, offer an explanation as to why some participants do not experience clinical benefit from lateral wedges.